1. REQUIRED FOR ALL STUDENTS
- Student agenda book
  - Will be distributed to all students on the first day of school. Cost is $12.00 payable to BCMS PTO (PTO order form to follow on the Aspen Parent Portal)
- Combination Locks
  - 2 locks needed (one for hall locker and another for PE locker) (Master Locks preferred)
  - Details: minimum of 1-inch shackle on each lock. Locks are available in a two pack with the same combination. (One time purchase)
- Sharpened pencils
- Blue/black pens
- Loose leaf paper (3 hole)
- Erasers
- Glue sticks
- Highlighters
- Water bottle
- Masks if necessary/preferred
- Pencil pouch with 3 holes to clip in agenda binder
- Post-it notes
- Earbuds (for use with Chromebooks)

Art
- Old shirt or smock

Computer Literacy
- (2) folders with 2 pockets

Music
- composition notebook

Physical Education
- t-shirt
- shorts
- sweatshirt
- sneakers with ties
- socks
- bathing suit
- towel
- goggles (optional)
- deodorant (non-aerosol)

World Language
- (1) pocket folder

2. REQUIRED HOUSE SUPPLIES
Student supply lists vary by house assignment. The supplies listed below are additional required supplies. They can be purchased once schedules and house assignments are published in late August. Find your student’s required house supplies below.

Mohawk
- 3 Inch binder (Agenda Binder)
- 8 Dividers for agenda binder
ELA
- (3) 2 pocket folders
Math
- (5) 2-pocket folders
- Scientific calculator - TI-34 Multi-view
Science
- (5) pocket folders
- (1) composition notebook
- 1 Gallon Ziploc Bag
Social Studies
- (4) 2 pocket folders
- 24 ct crayons
RTI English (does not apply to all students)
- (1) 3 prong pocket folder
RTI Math (does not apply to all students)
- (1) one subject notebook
- (1) folder

Patroon
- 3 Inch binder (Agenda Binder)
- 8 Dividers for agenda binder

ELA
- 1 notebook
- 1 folder
Math
- (5) 2-pocket folders
- Scientific calculator - TI-34 Multi-view
Social Studies
- (4) 2 pocket folders
- 24ct. crayons

Science
- (5) pocket folders
- (1) composition notebook
- 1 Gallon Ziploc Bag
RTI English (does not apply to all students)
- (1) 3 prong pocket folder
RTI Math (does not apply to all students)
- (1) one subject notebook
- (1) folder

Hudson
- Assignment binder (1” three ring binder)
- (1) 3-hole punched DURABLE pocket folder
- 3x5 index cards (100 cards)
- Pack of colored pencils
- Small enclosed pencil sharpener (with lid)
ELA
- 1”- 3 ring binder with pockets (black)
Math
- (6) 2-pocket folders (red)
- Scientific calculator - TI-34 Multi-view
Science
- (5) 2 pocket folders (blue)
- (1) composition notebook
- (1) gallon sized Ziploc bag
Social Studies
- (4) 2 pocket folders
- 24 ct crayons
RTI English (does not apply to all students)
- (1) 3 prong pocket folder
RTI Math (does not apply to all students)
- (1) one subject notebook
- (1) folder

3. RECOMMENDED FOR ALL STUDENTS
- Canvas locker stocker or stackable bottom rack
  (One time purchase)